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FAMILY HISTORY GROUPS 2023 

 

It has been a very good year for the Family History Groups with 
members finding out facts about their ancestors, particularly as new 
records are continually loaded on to the family history sites. 

 

The 1921 census was released in 2022 which has helped to reveal facts 
about our ancestors, This will be the last census many of us will see 
because of the100 year confidentiality clause. The 1931 census was 
destroyed during WW2, the 1941 census was never taken. The 1951 
census will be published in 2051. 

  

 We meet at Spalding Library using the free library editions of Ancestry, Find My Past and the 
Newspaper Archives. All these sites are loading thousands of new records every week, so what 
we cannot find today we may find tomorrow. Many a 'brick wall' is starting to crumble as one fact 
leads to another in unravelling our past. 

 

As more and more sites are coming online with new and improved ways of searching their 
databases, we hope to uncover more facts that help us understand the environment our 
ancestors created, how they worked and lived their lives. After all they helped shape our future. 

 

Family History is a popular hobby and our meetings are always well attended. We all help each 
other to find the facts we seek. 

 

As an ancient Chinese proverb says:- 

 

'To forget one's Ancestors is to be like a Brook without a source or a Tree without a root'. 

 

 

SPALDING & DISTRICT u3a WEBSITE 

 
Wayne Morris manages the Spalding & District u3a website, which is available for all to see at 
www.u3asites.org.uk/spalding  Our Facebook page, Spalding & District u3a  is a private group 
which you have apply to join and is managed by Frank Wilson.  Do have a look at both.  
Please help them to keep your website up to date and relevant to you by passing him group 
news and reports, articles, ideas.  

 
Group Leaders please check the description of your group and contact Wayne with any neces-
sary changes. 

http://www.u3asites.org.uk/spalding
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SCAM MARSHALL 
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THE POETRY GROUP 

We are a small friendly group who meet in one of our homes on the 4
th
 Friday of the month, 

where we take it in turn to listen to and read poetry, and of course stop to have a cup of tea and a 
biscuit or two.  All that reading is thirsty work.   

The poem chosen can be on any subject, just one we like to share with others, often relating to 
something in the news, the time of year, or one from a book we have come across in a charity 
shop, “googled”, or an old favourite.   

Some of the group write their own poetry, not for critique but just for fun.   

Pantomime performers  

Wake up Sleeping Beauty it’s your turn tonight 

Said tiny Bashful, his legs trembling with fright 

Removing the streaks of the porridge in her hair 

Goldy shouted loudly no its to be me and the bear 

There’s forty of us and we’ve travelled so far 

And struck up a really good deal with Ali Baba 

No surely it’s us, said the Lincolnshire two 

We gorgeous sisters, the ones who they’ll boo  

I’ve filled my boots the little pussy cat cried 

And waving slipper aloft, the prince and his bride 

Asked who will shout it’s behind you, ugly and scary, 

And we need the wicked witch and a sugar plum fairy. 

I’m already climbing the beanstalk said Jack 

Please get the genie to sort it, before I come back. 

Lights dim, the curtain rises, the performance has begun 

We shall ALL go on stage, confuse them, and have such fun.  

         Sheila Field 
 

Whether it is Kipling, Keats, Rossetti, or Pam Ayres, the choice of poem often results in light 
hearted discussion, recollections of school days or working life, prompted by a few lines that 
strike a chord. 

I joined the Poetry Group by 
default as there was, at the 
time, a waiting list for the 
Reading Group, and though 
wary at what I was letting 
myself in for, have 
thoroughly enjoyed re-
visiting poems from school 
days and college and 
tracking down books at car 
boot sales or the charity 
shops for just a few pence. 

If anyone would like to know 
more about the group, 
please don’t hesitate to 
contact. 

Sheila Field 

chair.spaldingu3a@gmail.com 
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EXPLORING CHURCHES 

 

And so another calendar year is almost over, during which we have had some very interesting 

visits. 

After the first few months with local venues we took to the road in May and went to Stamford 

where the town has a number of churches with stories related to them.   A very enthusiastic 

Kate took us to St Johns and All Saints which are proud of their connections with Sir Malcolm 

Sargent.   We are invited to visit two more buildings in 2024. 

 

In June we headed for Barnack, a trip postponed from 2022.   

The church is set in a pleasant, peaceful village setting but 

reports that new building is to 

occur has upset some villagers. 

 

Next we travelled in the direction 

of Norfolk, namely Walpole St 

Peter, a very large and ancient 

building with a bolt hole under the 

altar, very old pews evident from 

their wear and tear, and a 

favourite place of King Charles 

and Andrew Lloyd Webber. 

 

When August arrived we went to 

Heckington St Andrew, an attractive, well populated village with 

interesting features such as the windmill, the tiny brewery next 

door, as well as the church itself.   We were made so welcome with 

cakes and tea, specially baked by our host who (fortunately) claimed to be a bake-a-holic.   

They were so welcoming they asked to take a photograph of our visit for their records.   

Unfortunately we missed Rev Chris Harrington, who claims to be the shortest vicar in the 

country, and a great friend of mine when we were at Spalding St Johns. 

 

September was postponed with no one to lead the 

group, but we resumed visits in October by arriving 

at Gosberton, some eight or so years after a 

previous trip and were welcomed by Debbie 

Reynolds and colleagues who took us on a guided 

tour before,    yes you’ve guessed it, enjoying more 

home made cakes.    

 

 

Barnack 

Gosberton 

Walpole St Peter 
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EXPLORING CHURCHES (cont’d) 

As I write this we look forward to a journey to The West, as known by the local community , but 

to everyone else West Pinchbeck, built after the Parish of Pinchbeck was deemed too large for 

one vicar to manage.      Now one person looks after three parishes! 

 

Every church is different in every possible way, its age, stories, artefacts, size, the people 

involved, etc but they all have one thing in common.   On each and every visit we have been 

made extremely welcome by our hosts. 

 

If the churches alone are not enough to entice you just consider the refreshments provided and 

the company of people in the group.   Numbers have fluctuated during the year – is it because 

of the weather, the distance, or somewhere you have been before?   Please let us have your 

thoughts. If you have never been why not give it a go and certainly please let us have any ideas 

for future visits. 

 

Apart from and including the Covid years I have enjoyed leading the group in its various guises 

for some ten years and it is now time to hand over to others.    I have been very lucky to have 

Andrew, Chris and Roger to assist with ideas and arrangements and they will take over from 

January. 

 

Enjoy Christmas and let’s hope 2024 brings peace to the world, especially to those who deserve 

it. 

Best wishes—Ken 

 

SEATED EXERCISE  

 

Our weekly class has been running for about eight months  under the capable leadership of Sue 
White who leads us through routines set to popular music from the second half of the twentieth 
century. The exercises aim at alternately contracting holding then relaxing pairs of antagonistic 
muscles to improve tone and movement around joints and areas of the body where support and 
mobility are important. Gentle stretching exercise also proves beneficial. 
 
A further aim is to improve coordination and strength whilst at the same time being a source of 
light hearted amusement. Participants are always counselled not to overstretch or exert - “if it 
hurts DON’T DO IT” is one of Sue’s maxims. Some of our participants have arthritis and or joint 
replacements and feel happier not taking part in some exercises carried out standing. We vary 
in age from 43 to 80, so it’s not just for “old fogies”!. 
 
Each session finishes with a ten minute deep relaxation routine then for those who wish a cup of 
coffee and chance for a chat. Attendance numbers vary from 6 to 12 everyone contributing £2 to 
cover the cost of the hall (Sue, who is not a U3a member does not require payment). and a 
twice yearly lunch for class participants.  

Angela Dancer 
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SINGING FOR FUN 

 

The Singing for Fun group have been busy in the community - we entertained at Pinchbeck 
village hall for the Friends of Johnson hospital and we even got a mention in the local paper! 
Our Christmas programme starts in earnest the middle of November and I have already taken 
16 bookings for next year.  

 

DANCE GROUP 

This is a group that has been running for over 10 years now. We have a large selection of line 
dancing, circle dancing, warm up and cool down dances. We are continually trying out new 
dances.  

The group is held at Pinchbeck village hall every week, alternative Mondays and Thursdays. 
Exact dates and times are shown in the monthly  list we receive by email from our Group Co-
ordinator. 
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GARDENING GROUP 

 

After a slow start this Year (as some members of the group were not keen on doing a quiz when 
it was too cold for garden visits) we visited Jersey farm specialist plant nursery in April. Here we 
saw many unusual plants interestingly displayed. Some of us were 
keen to return for a visit later in the year. 
 
In May we had a further visit to Cactusland at Morton, where this 
time a great many species were in flower. 
 
In sweltering June we visited the wild garden and smallholding of 
Dr Jane Laurence at Gypsey Bridge. The climbing roses and huge 
mulberry tree in fruit were amazing not to mention the bees sheep 
goats and chickens and we enjoyed a sociable tea in the shade on 
the lawn. 
 
July found us in Francis Pryor ‘s garden at Inley Drove Fen. 
 
The planned visit to Swines Meadow in August in Market Deeping 
did not take place as the majority of the group were either 
holidaying or grand parenting. We had yet another successful plant shop at Gill Allen’s in 
September, there were Cordylines, Heucheras, sedums and even Bottlebrush bushes. 
 
October saw apple harvest and a garden wander at Angela Dancer’s. There were plenty of 
Charles Ross cooking apples but the dessert apples were disappointing this year. We sampled 
the apples in a pie! 
 
In November a few of us attended Francis Pryor’s  talk about his garden  held at Bookmark and 
some purchased his book 
 
We have decided not to meet in December and January but propose to meet at the Fraiser 
Room in February for a planning meeting for 2024.  

 

ITALIAN GROUP 

 

This is a group that has been going for over 10 years and we are using BBC training books and 
Duolingo mainly. 

We usually meet on a Monday afternoon and it's roughly every 2 weeks or so, depending on 
holidays etc.  Exact dates and times are shown in the monthly list we receive by email from our 
Groups Co-ordinator. 
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THE LUNCHEON GROUP 

The Luncheon Group meets on the third Wednesday of the month to dine at one of the  many 

pubs or restaurants to be found in our local villages or towns. 

In good weather we often have a drink in the garden or on the patio before taking our seats at 

the table, but the Winter months find us seeking the warmth of a log fire and we tend to stay 

closer to home, mindful that the weather may cause travel problems.    

Under the guidance of the Group Leader, members volunteer to take on the organisation of one 

monthly meal.  They are asked to choose the venue and collate the response from members, 

forwarding to the restaurant a pre order and numbers attending.  

People attend as often as they can, but with holidays now taken all year round, family 

commitments or clashing appointments, we are never sure who we will be sitting next to.  Every 

sociable meal is different, sometimes there can be twenty or more dining, or a more intimate 

number, but whatever the attendance everyone is made to feel welcome.   

Last year the Luncheon Group and Dining Group enjoyed a 

joint Christmas meal at the Black Bull, Donington.  A nice start 

to the festivities, a hearty meal, friendly staff and of course 

excellent company.  We have already booked our tables for a 

return visit this coming December. 

The Moorings in Spalding has a terrace jutting out over the 

water, but in January our party of 26, quite wisely stayed 

indoors to enjoy their meal.  Keeping by the water, our 

February meal was at the Riverside at Surfleet where the new 

owners offered an updated menu.  

We have enjoyed meals at Prezzo and the newly refurbished 

Mailcart, both in Spalding.  A visit to the popular Chequers at 

Weston, and the Thatched Cottage off the village green at Sutterton.  We are always prepared 

to go a little further.  The Horseshoe at Thurlby, firm favourites the Wishing Well at Dyke and the 

Three Kings at Threekingham, and new to the Luncheon Group, the Golden Pheasant, 

Peterborough and Brothers in Arms at Walpole St Andrew.  It is nice to discover new places to 

eat and to make a note of them for when our   friends or family visit. 

Unfortunately, with 35 people already registered, we cannot add any more to the group at 

present, as we have to take into 

account the dining space at some 

venues, but there is a waiting list in 

place, and if you want your name to be 

added or would like more information 

don’t hesitate to contact me.      

Sheila Field 

chair.spaldingu3a@gmail.com 

Amongst the foliage—Mail Cart, Spalding 

The Black Bull, Donington 


